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SUMMARY

The formation of benign polymer scaffolds in water using green-light-reactive photocages is 

described. These efforts pave an avenue toward the fabrication of synthetic scaffolds that can 

facilitate the study of cellular events for disease diagnosis and treatment. First, a series of boron 

dipyrromethene (BODIPY) photocages with nitrogen-containing nucleophiles were examined to 

determine structure-reactivity relationships, which resulted in a >1,000× increase in uncaging 

yield. Subsequently, photoinduced hydrogel formation in 90 wt % water was accomplished via 

biorthogonal carbonyl condensation using hydrophilic polymer scaffolds separately containing 

BODIPY photocages and ortho-phthalaldehyde (OPA) moieties. Spatiotemporal control is 

demonstrated with light on/off experiments to modulate gel stiffness and masking to provide 

<100 μm features. Biocompatability of the method was shown through pre-/post-crosslinking cell 

viability studies. Short term, these studies are anticipated to guide translation to emergent additive 

manufacturing technology, which, longer term, will enable the development of 3D cell cultures for 

tissue engineering applications.
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Chung et al. describe efficient and mild chemistry to create water-swollen polymer networks using 

green LEDs. These findings may inform the development of advanced tissue culture technology to 

study cellular events for improved disease diagnosis and treatment.

INTRODUCTION

Light is an ideal stimulus for the preparation of materials with well-defined geometric 

structures, such as patterned 2D films and 3D objects.1 This arises from the inherent 

spatiotemporal control offered by light-driven (photochemical) reactions or the ability to 

define when and where a chemical transformation takes place. Photouncaging, light-induced 

unveiling of protected functional groups to release target molecules (cargo),2–5 represents 

one such photochemical transformation. Relative to commonly employed homolytic 

photolysis to generate highly reactive carbon-centered radicals,6–8 photouncaging offers 

potentially milder and more benign conditions to facilitate biological implementation. To 

this end, photouncaging has been used to examine short-lived cellular events,9 control drug 

release,10 and fabricate biomaterials, such as water-swollen polymer networks (hydrogels), 

for tissue engineering.11,12 However, these examples traditionally rely on the use of 

short wavelength (<400 nm) UV light for activation, which mitigates widespread utility 

in biomedical applications. This hurdle arises from shallow UV light penetration in 

biomaterials due to abundant absorption/scattering events and concomitant cytotoxicity.13–15 

As such, research efforts have recently shifted toward a spectral expansion of photouncaging 

to encompass longer wavelength visible light (~400–700 nm).
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Visible light photouncaging represents an attractive alternative to UV light due to reduced 

biomaterial interactions and therefore holds promise to increase photon penetration depth 

and reduce cytotoxicity.9,16 Moreover, absorption specificity of chromophores is greatly 

pronounced in the visible spectral region relative to UV, where chromophore absorption 

is nearly ubiquitous. This facet, coupled with the recent industrialization of efficient, 

inexpensive, and narrow-band visible LEDs, paves an avenue toward wavelength-selective 

reactivity where final material properties are dictated by the color of incident light 

exposure.17–25 Such wavelength-selective chemistry promises to enable, for example, 

the fabrication of multifunctional soft materials with a myriad of applications ranging 

from tissue engineering to soft robotics. Despite these advantages, few reports exist on 

biocompatible materials fabrication via uncaging and subsequent ligation with visible 

light.12 Moreover, the lack of a systematic study correlating structure to photoligation 

efficiency presents an opportunity to identify governing design principles that can inform 

more rapid preparation of biomaterials for additive manufacturing, where speed is 

paramount to lower production costs, maximize resolution,26 minimize deleterious light-

matter interactions, and create homogeneous cell-laden biomimetic scaffolds.

As a foundation for visible light photouncaging, boron dipyrromethene (BODIPY) 

derivatives have recently emerged as promising candidates.27–29 This arises from the 

structural rigidity and synthetic modularity of BODIPYs, which provide optoelectronic 

tunability for strong absorption across a wide wavelength range (~500–900 nm) and 

efficient heterolytic photolysis at the meso-methyl bridgehead position.30 To this end, 

Winter and coworkers have carefully examined photocages and identified structural motifs 

that greatly improve uncaging efficiency, primarily with respect to halide, acetate, and 

alcohol cargo (Figure 1A).31–35 Key findings to increase uncaging efficiency include (1) 

boron methylation for inductive stabilization of the meso-methyl carbocation; (2) pyrrole 

halogenation for enhanced intersystem crossing (ISC) rates (heavy atom effect)36 to long-

lived triplet excited states (e.g., I > Br > Cl); (3) selecting stable leaving groups (e.g., 

Cl−> AcO−> MeO−); and (4) ring fusion for decreased internal conversion and concomitant 

excited-state relaxation. These findings inspired the present examination of BODIPY 

photocages for the release of nucleophilic amino functionality and their utility in rapid 

bioorthogonal conjugation chemistry to form hydrogels.

Biocompatible synthetic hydrogels have been predominantly prepared from chain-end 

functionalized 4-arm star poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) derivatives.37 However, the polymer 

precursors are challenging to synthesize and thus difficult to scale. Side-chain functionalized 

hydrophilic poly(meth)acrylates represent an attractive alternative platform with potential 

scalability via (controlled) radical polymerization from inexpensive hydrophilic monomers. 

Specifically, compared with anionic polymerization used to synthesize PEO, (controlled) 

radical polymerization provides greater functional group tolerance and modularity (i.e., 

comonomer feedstock ratio as opposed to the number of chain ends).

Irrespective of the specific polymer composition and architecture, thematic ligation 

strategies to form hydrogels have emerged in the literature.38–40 These include the 

formation of oximes from aminooxy/aldehyde,38,41–45 sulfides from thia-Michael,7,8,46 

and heterocycles from strain-promoted addition (e.g., azide-alkyne and tetrazine-
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norbornene).13,40,47–49 In these systems, the time to gelation directly correlates with the rate 

constants for each reaction, which differ as much as ~5 orders of magnitude. Specifically, 

rates vary from 10−2 M−1s−1 for aminooxy/aldheyde to ~102–103 M−1s−1 for the tetrazine 

ligation.47,49 As precedent, Truong and coworkers recently reported the preparation of 

hydrogels by photoinduced thia-Michael addition (Figure 1B).12 In this report, 4-arm 

star PEOs were independently functionalized with BODIPY photocages and propiolate, 

which were coupled upon irradiation with green light.12 More recently, Truong, Barner-

Kowollik, and coworkers demonstrated coupling of chain-end functionalized 4-arm star 

PEOs using red-light-driven aminooxy/aldehyde hydrogel formation, where the aldehyde 

functionality was revealed via photooxidation of furan.50 Additionally, Chen, He, and 

coworkers demonstrated non-photochemical ortho-phthalaldehyde (OPA) condensation as a 

strategy to rapidly form hydrogels,45 again using chain-end functionalized 4-arm star PEOs. 

This built upon the discovery by Gillingham and coworkers in 2014 where aminooxy/OPA 

ligation was found to have a rate constant of 102 M−1s−1, which is ~4 orders of magnitude 

faster than aminooxy/aldehyde coupling.49

The present report describes the synthesis and quantitative characterization of BODIPY 

photocages comprising amine, hydrazine, and aminooxy cargo, along with their utility in 

rapid and mild hydrogel formation via OPA condensation from side-chain functionalized 

hydrophilic polymers (Figure 1C). The reaction quantum yields for one-pot photouncaging 

and OPA ligation with 6 different BODIPY photocage derivatives exposed to green LEDs 

(~520 nm) is reported, and cytocompatibility of the photouncaging and ligation process 

is demonstrated. These findings provide structure-reactivity relationships that will inform 

the design of next-generation photocages for use in soft materials fabrication and/or 

functionalization.

RESULTS

Photocage design and synthesis

The initial design parameters surrounded the use of BODIPY as a modular photoprotecting 

group for nucleophilic cargo capable of rapid and biocompatible ligation upon uncaging. 

Specifically, BODIPY derivatives were synthesized considering three motifs (Scheme 1): 

(1) leaving group (LG) basicity/nucleophilicity, (2) pyrrole halogenation, and (3) boron 

methylation. Following literature precedent,10,35,51 meso-methylacetyl BODIPY (1) was 

synthesized via the condensation of 2,4-dimethyl-1H-pyrrole and 2-chloro-2-oxoethyl 

acetate with BF3·OEt2. Hydrolysis of the acetyl group with NaOH or MeMgBr provided 

compound 2, where Z = F or Me, respectively. Reaction of the alcohol on compound 

2 with 4-nitrophenyl chloroformate yielded compound 3, followed by bromination with 

N-bromosuccinimide to provide derivatives where X = Br. Finally, substitution with benzyl-

amine (Am), -hydrazine (Hy), or -aminooxy (Ox) provided the desired BODIPY photocages.

For the LG design, carbamate linkages at the meso-methyl (bridgehead) position were 

installed to facilitate photolysis, followed by rapid decarboxylation to unveil the nucleophilic 

nitrogen containing small molecules (Scheme 1). As a second design parameter, pyrrole 

halogenation (X = H versus Br) was selected to facilitate ISC from short-lived spin-

singlet (ñanosecond) to long-lived spin-triplet (~microsecond) excited states to increase the 
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likelihood of photolysis for each photon absorbed. Additionally, boron methylation (Z = 

Me versus F) was selected as a third design parameter to decrease the activation energy 

barrier to photolysis by inductively stabilizing the meso-methyl carbocation intermediate. 

The influence of these design parameters on photophysical properties and photouncaging 

quantum yields were subsequently characterized to inform the selection of BODIPY 

photocages for materials fabrication.

Photocage photophysics

Steady-state photophysical properties for each photocage were characterized as an initial 

step toward quantifying uncaging quantum yield. As shown in Figure 2A, UV-visible 

absorption spectroscopy revealed a signature BODIPY absorption band for all photocages in 

the green light spectral region (~500–550 nm). All derivatives were strongly absorbing with 

extinction coefficients measured between 50,000 and 70,000 M−1 cm−1 (Table S1). Notably, 

exchanging fluorine for methyl groups on the boron (Z = F to Me) resulted in a blue-shifted 

peak absorption (~10 nm), while halogenation (X = H to Br) resulted in a red shift (~23 nm). 

In contrast, the LG did not significantly influence absorption profiles (Figure S45; Table 

S1). Underlaying the green LED emission profile with the BODIPY absorption profiles 

highlights the variance in photons absorbed (γA) by different derivatives. Quantifying γA 

for the BODIPY-ZX-Am series provided -FBr- R -MeBr- > -FH- ≈ -MeH-, with normalized 

values of 1, 0.99, 0.77, and 0.77, respectively (Figure 2A, inset). These values were used to 

calculate photouncaging quantum yields (described later).

Photoluminescence spectroscopy was used to quantify the fluorescence quantum yield (Φf) 

for each derivative to gain insight into competitive non-radiative relaxation pathways, 

such as those that would arise from ISC to spin-triplet excited states (Figure 2B). Both 

methylation (Z = Me) and halogenation (X = Br) resulted in dramatic decreases in Φf. 

Specifically, the trend for the BODIPY-ZX-Am series was -FH- (Φf ~ 1) > -MeH- (Φf = 

0.25) > -FBr- (Φf = 0.19) > -MeBr- (Φf = 0.05) (Figure 2B, inset). Notably, exchanging -Am 
with -Hy or -Ox functionality did not significantly alter Φf (Figure S45; Table S1). At this 

stage, it was hypothesized that the decrease in Φf upon methylation and halogenation would 

correlate with increased triplet yields to facilitate photouncaging.

Photouncaging efficiency

To determine photouncaging quantum yields, steady-state photolysis experiments were 

undertaken. Each BODIPY photocage was placed in dilute solution (0.53 mM in 4:1 

CH3CN:H2O), degassed with argon, and irradiated with a green LED (λmax = 520 nm, ~10 

mW/cm2). Aliquots were removed at 1, 2, 4, 7, and 12 min intervals, and the disappearance 

of each BODIPY photocage was assessed using high-performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC), followed by quantification using a photodiode array detector and the previously 

determined extinction coefficients for each BODIPY photocage derivative. As shown in 

Figure 3A, the rate of BODIPY-ZX-Am consumption increased in going from -FH- < 

-FBr- < -MeH- < -MeBr-. Under the present conditions, little to no photodegradation was 

observed for the -FH- derivative after 12 min of irradiation (~3% after 1 h; see Figure S46 

and Table S1). In contrast, quantitative consumption was observed in just over 12 min for 

the -MeH- derivative (Figure S48) and just under 7 min for the -MeBr-derivative (Figure 
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S49). These results provided indirect evidence that both pyrrole bromination and boron 

methylation may increase photouncaging quantum yield, with the latter (methylation) being 

more influential. Following the same protocol, the rate of consumption for the BODIPY-

MeBr-LG series revealed a moderate increase in rate going from -Am < -Hy < -Ox (Figure 

3B). This trend is hypothesized to result from a decrease in acidity for the conjugate acids 

of each benzyl derivative: experimental/theoretical pKa ≈ 9.352 < 8.553 < 4.7,54 respectively. 

Notably, BODIPY-MeBr-Ox was fully consumed within 4 min of low-intensity green light 

irradiation. However, this trend may arise in part or in full from increased nucleophilicity 

of -Ox and -Hy relative to -Am leading to a more pronounced substitution reaction with 

BODIPY chromophores post-uncaging.

To deconvolute the relationship between photobleaching and -uncaging, the products 

of irradiation were characterized post-HPLC separation (Figure 4). Initially, absorption 

calibration curves for BODIPY-CH2OH (i.e., meso-methyl alcohol) and benzyl-Am, -Hy, 

and -Ox were created to quantify photouncaging byproducts (Figures S51–S53; Table S1). 

However, it was determined that poor photostability of BODIPY-CH2OH and N-oxidation 

of the benzyl cargo post-uncaging precluded accurate quantification by this method. As 

an alternative approach, 1 equiv OPA relative to each BODIPY photocage was added to 

the solution to trap the benzyl-nucleophiles in situ. The stable OPA-imine, -hydrazone, 

and -oxime products were independently synthesized to create absorption calibration curves 

(along with OPA by itself) that were then used to estimate photouncaging quantum yields 

(Figures S55–S57; Table S1). Barring any side reactions, the rate of BODIPY photocage 

disappearance would match that of OPA, as well as the appearance of the OPA conjugate. 

As a representative case, BODIPY-MeBr-Am was irradiated in the presence of OPA, and 

HPLC was used to track photocage and OPA disappearance and OPA-Am appearance 

(Figure 4A). The [BODIPY-MeBr-Am] was found to decrease slightly faster than that of 

[OPA], while the appearance of [OPA-Am] tracked well with the [OPA] consumption. 

These results indicate that the OPA/benzylamine reaction is approximately quantitative and 

not rate limiting, while photouncaging is not quantitative (i.e., a portion of the photocage 

degrades during irradiation without releasing benzylamine) (Figure S51). Specifically, after 

12 min of irradiation, >99% of the initial BODIPY-MeBr-Am and 77% ± 7% of the 

initial OPA had disappeared, while 72% ± 2% of OPA-Am had appeared. Thus, a reaction 

yield of ~75% is possible under the present conditions. To determine the intrinsic reaction 

quantum yields (Φrxn), the amount of OPA conjugate was quantified at short times (~30 s 

aliquots) to reveal the following: -FH- (Φrxn = 0.0001) < -FBr- (Φrxn = 0.003) < -MeH- 

(Φrxn = 0.042) < -MeBr- (Φrxn = 0.13) (Figure 4B). Furthermore, in altering the LG for 

BODIPY-MeBr photocages, the uncaging yields remained in the same order of magnitude: 

-Am (Φrxn = 0.13) < -Hy (Φrxn = 0.23) < -Ox (Φrxn = 0.39) (Table S1). Therefore, 

photouncaging quantum yield was increased by more than 1,000× in going from -FH- 

to -MeBr- functionality. As solvent polarity is increased, the excited-state intramolecular 

charge-transfer character would likely be enhanced, which would lead to faster decay to the 

ground state and, in turn, reduced photouncaging yields. However, the uncaging yields could 

not be measured in pure water due to solubility constraints of the small-molecule BODIPY 

photocages.
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Hydrogel preparation and characterization

Functional copolymers were synthesized to serve as hydrogel precursors, incorporating 

BODIPY-ZX-Am and OPA as pendent groups within a hydrophilic poly(ethylene glycol 

methacrylate) (PEGMA) scaffold (Scheme 2). Specifically, a protected OPA-methacrylate 

(pOPAMA) was synthesized from a carboxylic acid functionalized pOPA by first converting 

the carboxylic acid on pOPA to an activated N-hydroxysuccinimidyl ester,45 reacting 

the active ester with ethanolamine, and then the resultant hydroxyl functionality with 

methacryloyl chloride. The pO-PAMA monomer was then copolymerized with PEGMA 

(Mn = 500 g/mol) via a free-radical method. Deprotection of the resultant copolymer with 

trifluoroacetic acid in water provided the desired poly(OPAMA-co-PEGMA). Installment 

of BODIPY-ZX-Am functionality was accomplished using an analogous free-radical 

copolymerization method between PEGMA and an Fmoc-protected β-alanine methacrylate 

(pβ-AlaMa), which was obtained via esterification of 2-hydorxyethylmethacrylate with 

Fmoc-β-alanine, followed by Fmoc deprotection with piperidine and reaction of the resultant 

primary Am with the para-nitrophenyl carbonate-BODIPY precursor (compound 3; Schemes 

1 and S5). Monitoring the free-radical copolymerizations with 1H-nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) revealed similar rates of incorporation for the functional monomers 

relative to PEGMA, indicating the formation of statistical polymer architectures. Thus, 

target feed ratios of each functional monomer matched the final comonomer incorporation, 

which was varied to provide 6, 10, and 20 mol % relative to PEGMA. Gel-permeation 

chromatography (GPC) of the resultant copolymers provided number average molecular 

weights of ~45,000 g/mol relative to poly(methyl methacrylate) standards. All copolymers 

were fully water soluble and stable in aqueous solution when stored in the dark.

Mild and rapid visible-light-induced hydrogel formation was first demonstrated through a 

qualitative vial inversion test (Figure 5A). A mixture of poly(OPAMA-co-PEGMA) (5 wt 

%) and poly(BrBODIPYMA-co-PEGMA) (5 wt %) in water was placed in a glass vial 

and irradiated with a 520 nm LED until gelation occurred (approximately minutes). All 

reactive comonomer ratios (6, 10, and 20 mol %) resulted in gelation; however, 10 mol 

% was selected for future experimentation as it provided the best qualitative compromise 

between mechanical properties and time to gelation; 6 mol % provided non-self-supporting 

gels, and 20 mol % took longer to gel, likely due to strong attenuation of green light at 

such high loadings. For the 10 mol % copolymers, photorheological studies were employed 

to quantitatively characterize crosslinking kinetics and mechanical properties as a function 

of light intensity (Figure 5B). Aqueous solutions containing 5 wt % of each functionalized 

copolymer (i.e., 90 wt % water) were prepared and placed onto the rheometer containing 

a transparent bottom plate and parallel top plate. Samples were surrounded with a thin 

layer of oil to prevent water evaporation during measurement. Each run was performed 

under ambient conditions and contained an initial 15 s dark period where no significant 

change in storage or loss moduli (G′ and G″, respectively) was observed. Each sample 

was characterized in triplicate using 30, 60, 90, or 180 mW/cm2 525 nm light intensity. 

Irradiation led to an increase in G′ and G″, substantiating a good temporal response. The 

crossover of G′ and G″ was taken as the gel point, which was inversely related to light 

intensity. Specifically, gel times (τgel) of 20 ± 7, 75 ± 18, 179 ± 16, and 217 ± 42 s were 

obtained for 180, 90, 60, and 30 mW/cm2 irradiation intensities, respectively. Notably, the 
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final G′ for the present gels was low, ~200 Pa in the linear viscoelastic region (Figure S62), 

which is in line with a recent report on hydrogels prepared from brush polymers55 but may 

also signify a low crosslink density that could arise from steric interactions inherent to the 

brush architecture and the relatively short tether to the photocage. The gels appeared to be 

stable in PBS for several weeks, as no degradation or change in mechanical properties was 

qualitatively observable. Higher modulus materials could be achieved with future iterations 

that increase the accessibility of the photocage. Overall, short irradiation times were required 

to provide a self-supporting gel, with a time to G′ of 100 Pa (τG′=100 Pa) between 15 and 

18 min depending on the light intensity used (Figure 5B).

Irradiation cycling (i.e., LED on/off) and photopatterning experiments were performed to 

characterize the degree of temporal and spatial control over the light-induced hydrogel 

fabrication approach. Temporal control was demonstrated using photorheology by cycling 

the green LED on and off post-gelation while monitoring G′ and G″ (Figure 6A). Using 

a light intensity of 40 mW/cm2, 4 × 30 s on/off irradiation cycles were carried out. Within 

seconds of turning the LED on, G′ increased, followed by turning the light off, resulting 

in immediate halting of G′. Each cycle resulted in a 2 Pa increase, demonstrating the 

ability to fine-tune gel stiffness (G′) with the present approach, with potential utility in 

modulating cell-surface interactions.56,57 This process was reproducible, and moduli could 

be tailored by changing light intensity. For example, 30 s on/off cycling at 160 mW/cm2 

resulted in larger steps in G′ (~7 Pa) (Figure S63). Next, spatial control was tested using 

a negative 1951 USAF resolution test target (photomask) (Figures S64–S68). Specifically, 

the photopolymer solution (90 wt % water) was placed on a transparent perfluorinated sheet 

on glass with 250 μm plastic shims flanking the resin. The USAF photomask was placed 

on top of the resin, and the sample was irradiated with the green LED at 30 mW/cm2 for 

45 min. After carefully removing the photomask, excess resin was rinsed away with water, 

followed by acetone, and imaged with a digital microscope (Figure 6B). Well-defined, %100 

μm features were observed (Figure 6Bii), with a smallest demonstrated resolution of 32 

lp/mm (i.e., 16 μm discernable lines; Figure S65). The high degree of spatiotemporal control 

holds promise to enable 3D fabrication of microvascularized hydrogel networks for tissue 

engineering applications.

Cell encapsulation

The bioorthogonality of the present photoligation strategy was examined by characterizing 

cell viability and cell encapsulation in the hydrogel. Human mesenchymal stem cells 

(hMSCs) were selected for cell studies due to their relevance for cell therapies and 

regenerative medicine.56 To assess cytocompatibility of the hydrogel precursors, an MTT 

assay was performed for cells plated with varying concentrations of poly(OPAMA-co-

PEGMA).57 The MTT assay revealed that poly(OPAMA-co-PEGMA) concentrations below 

5 wt % were not significantly cytotoxic (Figure S69). To encapsulate hMSCs, hydrogels 

were fabricated with 5 wt % poly(OPAMA-co-PEGMA), 5 wt % poly(BrBODIPYMA-co-

PEGMA), and a cell adhesive peptide, RGD58 (2 mM), in PBS, followed by irradiating 

for 5 min with the green LED (600 mW/cm2 for rapid curing) (Figure 7A). Staining with 

a live-cell stain (calcein blue AM) indicated that hMSCs survived the encapsulation with 

qualitatively high viability (Figure 7B). Attempts to image dead cells were not successful 
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due to background fluorescence from residual BODIPY that emits across green to red 

channels (500–700 nm). Staining the cells with a general fluorescent dye (Cell Tracker Blue) 

and imaging via confocal microscopy showed that they were distributed throughout multiple 

planes in the hydrogel (Figure 7C). The promising results obtained during these cell studies 

support the future investigation and optimization of this biorthogonal photoligation strategy 

for application in the field of biomaterials.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact—Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and 

will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Zachariah A. Page (zpage@utexas.edu).

Materials availability—All materials generated in this study are available from the lead 

contact without restriction.

Data and code availability—The datasets generated during this study are available in the 

supplemental information.
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Highlights

Efficient photouncaging and ligation using optimized BODIPY scaffolds

Rapid and mild hydrogel synthesis in 90 wt % water using green light

Precise spatial control for high-resolution hydrogel patterning

Precise temporal control for tunable hydrogel moduli
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Figure 1. Overview of prior and present BODIPY photocage efforts
(A) Prior work by Winter and coworkers to quantify the photouncaging yields of chloride, 

acetate, and methoxy leaving groups as a function of BODIPY structure.

(B) Prior work by Truong and coworkers to prepare hydrogels via photoactivated thia-

Michael addition.

(C) Present work quantifying the photouncaging yields of amine, hydrazine, and aminooxy 

leaving groups as a function of BODIPY structure and its utility in the preparation of 

hydrogels via rapid and mild amino-carbonyl condensation.
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Figure 2. Steady-state photophysical characterization of BODIPY-ZX-Am derivatives
(A) Absorption spectra of BODIPY-ZX-Am in acetonitrile (concentration [conc.] ~10−6 M) 

overlaying a normalized green LED emission profile. Table inset provides normalized values 

of photons absorbed γA. Data points collected every 1 nm, with symbols indexed for clarity.

(B) Emission spectra of BODIPY-ZX-Am in acetonitrile (conc. ~10−6 M) to determine 

fluorescence quantum yield Φf values, given in the table inset. R6G was used as the 

fluorescence standard. Data points collected every 1 nm, with symbols indexed for clarity. 

Inset shows images of solutions irradiated by 365 nm handheld UV lamp.
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Figure 3. Degradation of BODIPY photocages (0.53 mM in 4:1 CH3CN:H2O) with green light 
(λmax = 520 nm, 10 mW/cm2)
(A) Influence of -ZX- functionality on BODIPY-Am photocage degradation over time. 

Dashed lines connect data points as a guide for the eye. Error bars represent ±1 SD from the 

mean.

(B) Influence of -LG functionality on BODIPY-MeBr photocage degradation over time. 

Dashed lines connect data points as a guide for the eye. Error bars represent ±1 SD from the 

mean.
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Figure 4. Photouncaging kinetics and quantum yields
(A) Schematic of OPA-conjugation reaction and representative kinetics for BODIPY-MeBr-

Am, OPA, and OPA-Am during irradiation. Dashed lines connect data points as a guide for 

the eye. Error bars represent ±1 SD from the mean.

(B) Reaction quantum yields for OPA conjugation induced by irradiating different BODIPY-

ZX-LG photocages in the presence of OPA. Absolute values provided in the table inset. 

Error bars represent ±1 SD from the mean.
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Figure 5. Gelation and viscoelastic properties
(A) Schematic of hydrogel fabrication via photoinduced crosslinking with representative 

images of vial inversion test for pre- (left) and post- (right) irradiation.

(B) Photorheology of poly(OPAMA-co-PEGMA) (5 wt %) and poly(BrBODIPYMA-co-

PEGMA) (5 wt %) mixtures in H2O under ambient conditions. Irradiation with a 525 nm 

LED at the listed intensities occurred after a 15 s dark period (gray bar). The time to 

gelation τgel is provided in the table inset and bar graph (right), along with the time to a 

self-supporting gel defined as G′ = 100 Pa (τG′ =100 Pa). Rheology data points collected 

every 10 s, with symbols indexed for clarity. G′, storage modulus; G″, loss modulus.
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Figure 6. Spatiotemporal control
(A) Photorheological characterization of poly(OPAMA-co-PEGMA) (5 wt %) and 

poly(BrBODIPYMA-co-PEGMA) (5 wt %) mixtures in H2O under ambient conditions 

during LED on/off cycling to demonstrate temporal control. Data points collected every ~10 

s, with symbols indexed for clarity. G′, storage modulus; G″, loss modulus.

(B) Digital microscopy images of photopatterned hydrogels at different magnifications to 

demonstrate spatial control. A negative 1951 USAF resolution photomask was used for 

patterning of poly(OPAMA-co-PEGMA) (5 wt %) and poly(BrBODIPYMA-co-PEGMA) (5 

wt %) mixtures in H2O under ambient conditions. A resolution limit of 5 lp/mm (= 100 μm 

line width) was obtained under these conditions: 250 μm thick, 30 mW/cm2 525 nm LED, 

45 min irradiation.
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Figure 7. Cell studies
(A) Schematic of the protocol used for cellular encapsulation. A precursor solution was 

prepared with poly(OPAMA-co-PEGMA) (5 wt %), poly(BrBODIPYMA-co-PEGMA) (5 

wt %), RGD (2 mM), and hMSCs (1 × 106 cells/mL), added to a glass-bottom mini Petri 

dish, and crosslinked for 5 min with a 525 nm LED.

(B) Cell viability 30 min post-encapsulation is shown in this fluorescent microscope image 

of calcein blue AM-stained cells.

(C) A volume reconstruction containing cells stained with Cell Tracker 30 min post-

encapsulation illustrating cellular distribution through multiple planes of the hydrogel.
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of BODIPY-ZX-LG photocages
Conditions: (i) diisopropylethylamine, boron trifluoride etherate; (ii) 1 M NaOH(aq); 

(iii) methylmagnesium bromide; (iv) 4-nitrophenyl chloroformate, diisopropylethylamine, 

pyridine; (v) benzylamine, pyridine; (vi) N-bromosuccinimide. -Am, benzylamine, 

pyridine; -Hy, benzyl hydrazine, 4-dimethylaminopyridine; -Ox, benzyl hydroxylamine, 

4-dimethylaminopyridine.
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Scheme 2. Syntheses of poly(OPAMA-co-PEGMA) (top) and poly(BODIPYMA-co-PEGMA) 
(bottom)
(i) Phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (BAPO), 365 nm LED (30 mW/cm2), 

1 h; (ii) trifluoroacetic acid (20 wt % in H2O), 1 h; (iii) azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN), 70°C, 

12 h; (iv) piperidine (20 wt % in DMF), 15 min; and (v) BODIPY compound 3 (X = H or 

Br), pyridine, 12 h.
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